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after years of use, I have man find rather often

Learning �nd can seem daunting at �rst, but it is worth learning. There is no
single more useful search tool for UNIX like systems. You could almost
consider �nd a very primitive scripting language in itself as �nd can �nd the
�les you request and then perform tasks.

Simply �nding a �le

Case sensitive search for a �le

Note that we do not have to give �nd a full �le name

find / -iname "foo.bar"

find / -name "foo.bar"
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Or

Let's say you wish to search only your home directory

Or

Multiple patterns? No problem.

Now, assuming that we are looking for �les of certain ownership, we could
change things up. Let's say that we wish to �nd all �les on a machine that
belong to me, Ford, we could use this command

find / -iname "*.bar"

find / -iname "foo.*"

find /home/bradford -iname "foo.bar"

find $HOME -iname "foo.bar"

find . -iname "*.pdf" -o -iname "*.txt"

find / -user bradford



So, let's say we want to �nd any �le modi�ed in the past 4 days, and we want to
�nd only those �les that I own

We could also use access time

To be more speci�c with �nd and time, '+' is greater than and '-' is less than.
For four days ago we would just do '-mtime 4', if we want more than for days
ago we would use '-mtime +4' and should we wish to �nd �les less than four
days ago we would use '-mtime -4'. It is also worth noting that we can search
for �les of a certain group as well

This command would �nd all �les belonging to the group 'users' with an access
time of four days ago. With ownership there are also permissions. If we want to
�nd �les whose owners have read and write permissions we can use

Or we can look for abandoned �les

find / -user bradford -mtime -4

find / -user bradford -atime -4

find / -group users -atime 4

find / -u+r+w

find / -nouser -o -nogroup



It's useful to use some of these in conjunction. If I know that I need something
that isn't a link, but could be a �le or directory, and I know it's readable and
writable, and I know I accessed it within the last 2 days, and I know it is mine

Sometimes, you know the size of the �le you want, and you want to search for
it based upon that known size. Find has you covered. In this case '-size' expects
a number in blocks. We can search for sizes in bytes by adding a 'c' to the
number (char = byte) or you can use 'k' for kilobyte. Once again, '+' is greater
than, '-' is less than.

means that we are searching all folders for �les owned by the user 'ford' which
were accessed more than 4 days ago, and are less than 1 million bytes in size.

Time options get a little confusing with the 'ctime'. Many people consider this
to be the 'creation time' but that isn't so. The 'ctime' option refers to inode
change time. This means that when a �le is created or its datestamp is
modi�ed it will affect your ctime result. If you are using GNU Find, you will also
be able to search in minutes with amin mmin and cmin.

Moving right along, let's say you do not want directories or links returned in
any results

find / -user ford -perm -u+r+w -atime -2 ! -type l

find / -user bradford -atime +4 -size -1000000c

find / -type f



would return only �les. You can also search for directories or links using '-type
d' or '-type l'. Note that this will not exempt the traversing of mounted drives,
for that you should use '-mount'. If you are trying to avoid following symlinks
you can use '-P' or '-H' if you want it to follow them while processing command
line arguments. If you want to traverse a non-unix �lesystem you will need to
add '-noleaf'. If you want to exclude a speci�c directory you can use

Occasionally, you will want to �nd the �les and delete them. Use this with care

This one will search the �lesystem for �les owned by ford that are executable
and have been accessed within the last �ve days so long as they are smaller
than 2000kb and are not under proc, sys, or dev. It will then remove those �les
found.

I hope this gets you started with �nd! There is a lot more to learn, but this
should give you enough information to start using it and exploring it.

Comments

-wholename /path/to/exclude -prune -o -print

find / -user bradford -perm -u+x -atime -5 -mount -size -2000k -
wholename  '/proc' prune -o -wholename '/sys' -prune -o -
wholename '/dev' -prune -o -exec /bin/rm -f '{}' \;

Write a comment…
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